The Brazilian split test was performed on two groups of limestone samples with loading directions vertical and parallel to the bedding plane, and the response laws of the electrical resistivity and acoustic emission (AE) in the two loading modes were obtained. The test results showed that the Brazilian split test with loading directions vertical and parallel to the bedding showed obviously different results and anisotropic characteristics. On the basis of the response laws of the electrical resistivity and AE, the damage variables based on the electrical resistivity and AE properties were modified, and the evolution laws of the damage variables in the Brazilian split test with different loading directions were obtained. It was found that the damage evolution laws varied with the loading direction. Specifically, in the time-varying curve of the damage variable with the loading direction vertical to the bedding, the damage variable based on electrical resistivity properties showed an obvious damage weakening stage while that based on AE properties showed an abrupt increase under low load.
Introduction
Composed of various minerals, rock is a common engineering material with complex mechanical properties. Mainly controlled by tensile and compressive stress, the failure behaviors of rock under stress are highly complex. The tensile strength of rock (especially for coal) is far less than its compressive strength, and a lower tensile stress level can cause brittle fracture, which seriously threatens the safety and stability of the engineering structure. Therefore, studies on rock tensile failure are of great significance for underground engineering including tunnel, underground chamber, and coal mining [1] .
In the loading process of rock, microcracks inside it constantly initiate, propagate, and even gradually interconnect to form macrocracks and cause macrofracture. So studies with only conventional mechanics methods are far from enough. In recent years, the electrical resistivity and AE methods are applied to studies on the failure process of rock [2, 3] . The Brazilian split test is a standard method to determine the tensile strength of rock [4] . Studies on the response laws of the electrical resistivity and AE during the failure process are of great value, which help to understand the rock failure mechanism and to analyze the field real-time monitoring data of electrical resistivity and AE.
Electrical resistivity is an important geophysical parameter of rock [5] [6] [7] [8] and it changes as cracks develop in rock loading process. Since the 1960s [9, 10] , scholars have studied the electrical resistivity response laws of rock in loading process. However, most of the studies were conducted on the electrical resistivity response laws of rock under pressure instead of tension, and related reports have not been seen.
Moreover, as rock split, the initiation and propagation of cracks would produce AE, and AE signals carried much information about the failure [11] [12] [13] . Mlakar et al. 1993 [14] and Eberhardt et al. 1997 [15] studied AE properties and the relation between AE events and crack propagation during the failure process of rock and predicted the crack propagation laws according to their previous studies. Yu et al. 2007 [16] studied the differences of AE properties in the Brazilian split test, direct tensile test, and uniaxial compression test and compared the number of AE events in these three failure processes. Xie et al. 2010 [17] studied the impact of delaying cyclic loading and unloading time in the split test on rock Kaiser effect. Luo et al. 2010 [18] studied AE properties of different kinds of rock (three kinds of sandstone) and 2 Advances in Materials Science and Engineering compared their tensile strength, cumulative AE count, and cumulative energy. Fu et al. 2011 [19] researched and found that AE accompanied the entire split process of the coal sample and showed different characteristics in different loading stages. Xie et al. 2011 [20] studied the spatial distribution characteristics of AE events in rock samples during the failure process and determined the relation between spatial distribution and stress as well as energy release. Wang et al. 2014 [21] established a mesolevel method to simulate AE in the Brazilian split test according to the moment tensor theory. The numerical calculation results agree well with the sample experimental results. As the main structural plane of rock, the bedding plane has a huge impact on the failure mechanism and mode of rock. However, most of the preceding studies concentrate on the AE response laws of rock in the Brazilian split test without considering the impact of the bedding direction on the laws. Therefore, in this paper, limestone samples with obvious bedding were selected to study the response laws of the electrical resistivity and AE during the loading process in the Brazilian split test with loading directions vertical and parallel to the bedding. Moreover, the response laws in different loading directions were compared, and the impact of the loading direction on the Brazilian split test was analyzed. On that basis, the Brazilian split damage variables based on the electrical resistivity and AE properties were modified, and the failure laws of rock samples during the splitting process were further studied. This paper aimed to introduce some new ideas to experimental studies on the limestone in Brazilian split test by considering the electrical resistivity and AE response law and the damage evolution. We hope this paper can provide a reference for subsequent study on rock materials' properties and engineering practices.
Test Scheme
In the test described in this paper, limestone samples with a 50 mm diameter and height ranging from 50 mm to 60 mm were selected from a tunnel in Guangxi, China. The sample preparation precision meets related specifications.
Rock samples were divided into two groups with 20 in each group to perform the Brazilian split test. For one group, the loading direction is vertical to the bedding direction while for the other one, the loading direction is parallel to the bedding direction, as shown in Figure 1 . The test equipment adopted the electrohydraulic servo rock rigid testing machine at a 200 N/s loading speed. A typical stress-time curve in the test is shown in Figure 2 . In the test, the electrical resistivity and AE signals of samples were simultaneously collected.
The electrical resistivity of rock samples was tested by using the device, as shown in Figure 3 (a). In the horizontal direction of rock samples, A and B represent strip powering electrodes and 32 V constant voltage was applied between them. M and N are a pair of measuring electrodes to acquire the potential differences during the rock loading process. To reduce the contact resistance, clay was used as couplant between the electrodes and rock samples. The test device was wrapped with plastic film to prevent current passing through the test mould and press machine. The PCI-8 AE system produced by American Physical Acoustics Corporation (PAC) was used to collect the AE signals in real time during the loading process. The AE sensor was pasted on one side of the rock sample with silica gel, as shown in Figure 3 (b). Its center frequency is 60 KHz and the frequency ranges from 35 KHz to 100 KHz. The sampling frequency is set to 1 MHz and preamplifier gain is 40 dB. In addition, the environmental noise level should be calibrated before test to reduce its impact.
Test Results and Analysis

Test Results with the Loading Direction Vertical to the
Bedding. Figure 4 shows the test results with the loading direction vertical to the bedding plane. Figures 4(a)-4(d) show, respectively, the axial stress-strain curve and timevarying curves of the electrical resistivity, AE count rate, and cumulative AE count. According to these test results, the response laws of the electrical resistivity and AE in the Brazilian split test with the loading direction vertical to the sample bedding were obtained as follows:
(1) The entire loading process was divided into three stages: compaction, elastic deformation, and plastic deformation and failure.
(2) In the compaction stage, the electrical resistivity declined at a relatively slow rate; meanwhile, obvious AE activities appeared. This is because those microcracks inside rock samples were gradually compacted and closed under the load. As a result, the connectivity of the crack conductor in rock samples was improved; meanwhile, the contact between rock matrices (mineral particles) and between the matrices and pore water was increased, which improved the overall conductivity of rock samples and slowly brought down the electrical resistivity. Simultaneously, the compaction and closure of microcracks produced obvious AE activities.
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(3) In the elastic deformation stage, the electrical resistivity basically remained unchanged or declined slightly; AE activities appeared at a lower level; the cumulative AE count increased slowly.
(4) In the plastic deformation and failure stage, the electrical resistivity increased at a relatively fast rate, and AE activities also increased gradually. This is because those microcracks inside rock samples further propagated and dilated as the load increased. As a result, the connectivity of the crack conductor was affected; the contact between rock matrices and between the matrices and pore water was decreased; the electrical resistivity of rock increased. Simultaneously, the propagation of cracks made AE activities gradually become active. As the load continued to increase, the microcracks inside rock samples continuously propagated. As a result, different cracks interconnected, forming a large crack. Rock would suddenly fail along with the large crack formed. Then, the electrical resistivity, together with the AE count rate and cumulative AE count, showed an abrupt increase. Prior to rock failure, the number of AE activities decreased, which is called "quiet period" in related literatures and is also an omen of rock failure.
Test Results with the Loading Direction Parallel to the
Bedding. Figure 5 shows the test results with the loading direction parallel to the bedding plane. Figures 5(a)-5(d) show, respectively, the axial stress-strain curve and timevarying curves of the electrical resistivity, AE count rate, and cumulative AE count. According to these test results, the response laws of the electrical resistivity and AE in the Brazilian split test with the loading direction parallel to the sample bedding were obtained as follows:
(1) Significantly different from the Brazilian split test with the loading direction vertical to the bedding, the entire loading process consisted of the elastic deformation stage as well as plastic deformation and failure stage without an obvious compaction stage.
(2) The elastic deformation stage of rock samples lasted from initial loading until the occurrence of plastic deformation. In this stage, the electrical resistivity basically remained unchanged or declined slightly at the beginning of loading. In the early loading stage, AE activities barely appeared; as the load increased, a small number of AE activities began to appear but at a lower level. (3) In the plastic deformation and failure stage, the response laws of the electrical resistivity and AE were basically consistent with those in the Brazilian split test with the loading direction vertical to the bedding. However, the AE count was notably greater and AE activities were more abrupt.
Comparative Analysis on Test Results with Loading
Directions Vertical and Parallel to the Bedding. The Brazilian split test with loading directions vertical and parallel to the bedding shows obviously different results. Specifically, the stress-strain curve of the latter does not show the compaction stage, and the time-varying curve of the electrical resistivity of the latter does not show a slow decrease obviously in the early loading stage. Moreover, the time-varying curve of AE properties of the former indicates obvious AE activities while that of the latter indicates few ones. That is, the timevarying curve of the AE count rate of the former shows high counts (200-400) in the early loading stage while that of the latter shows low counts (0-10); the time-varying curve of the cumulative AE count of the former shows an abrupt increase in the early loading stage while that of the latter basically remains unchanged. That is because the directional structural plane inside the stratified rock samples employed in this test has anisotropic failure and deformation mechanisms. When the loading direction is vertical to the bedding (i.e., the loading direction is the same as the normal direction of the structural plane), the cracks inside the structural plane of stratified rock samples are compacted and closed under the load, and there is an obvious compaction stage prior to the elastic deformation stage in the axial stress-strain curve. When the loading direction is parallel to the bedding (i.e., the loading direction is vertical to the normal direction of the structural plane), the force acting on the structural plane of stratified rock samples is parallel to the structural plane; therefore, the structural plane is barely compacted, and there is no obvious compaction stage in the axial stress-strain curve.
Analysis on Damage Evolution
On the basis of previous study results, the damage variables based on the electrical resistivity and AE properties were used to further study the failure laws of rock samples in the Brazilian split test according to damage mechanics in this paper. paper established the damage variable based on electrical resistivity properties:
Brazilian Split Damage Variables Based on the Electrical
where 0 is the porosity of rock samples without load; is the porosity of rock samples at failure; is the porosity of rock samples at any time in the Brazilian split test. The electrical resistivity is expressed by the following equation:
where is the electrical resistivity of air, and is the electrical resistivity of rock samples.
The damage variable based on electrical resistivity properties obtained by using (1) is a negative value in the compaction and elastic deformation stage. This is because rock samples without load are regarded as having no damage during formula deduction. Actually, rock samples without load have initial damage due to the existence of microcracks. Therefore, at the end of the elastic stage (i.e., the electrical resistivity is the lowest), rock samples are regarded as having no damage in this paper. In (1), 0 is modified to the porosity at the end of the elastic stage.
Liu et al. 2009 [22] proposed the uniaxial compression damage model based on AE. By reference of their thoughts, this paper established the damage variable based on AE properties:
where is the cumulative AE count at any time in the Brazilian split test, and 0 is the cumulative AE count at failure.
Li et al. [2] and Liu et al. [22] modified (1) and (3) by considering the residual strength at uniaxial compression failure (multiplying (1) and (3) by correction factor 1 − / , in which and are the residual strength and peak strength, resp.). However, different from the uniaxial compression test, the Brazilian split test does not involve the residual strength. Therefore, the residual strength is not modified in this paper.
Damage Evolution Laws Based on the Electrical
Resistivity and AE Properties. The time-varying curves of the damage variables based on the electrical resistivity and AE properties were established by using (1)-(3), as shown in Figures 6 and  7 . Then, the evolution laws of the damage variables in the Brazilian split test can be obtained as follows:
(1) In the Brazilian split test with the loading direction vertical to the bedding, the damage variable based on the electrical resistivity shows an obvious decrease in the compaction stage, which means the rock damage is in weakening stage. In this stage, the rock sample shows a density increase and overall strength improved. In the elastic deformation stage, the damage variable declines slowly without obvious changes, and the rock damage is in the quasi-linear stage. In the plastic deformation and failure stage, the damage variable rises rapidly and increases suddenly at the moment of failure, and the rock damage starts to evolve and develop rapidly. The change laws of the damage variable based on AE are basically consistent with those of the damage variable based on the electrical resistivity in the last two stages. However, the damage variable based on AE rises slightly in the compaction stage. This is because it is established based on the cumulative AE count, and the microcracks inside rock samples are compacted and closed in this stage, thus producing AE. Therefore, the cumulative AE count and damage variable based on AE increase. On the whole, in the Brazilian split test with the loading direction vertical to the bedding, the damage variable based on the electrical resistivity can more accurately describe the three stages of the stressstrain curve while that based on AE can not accurately respond to damage weakening in the compaction stage.
(2) In the Brazilian split test with the loading direction parallel to the bedding, both damage variables remain at a lower level without obvious changes and have no damage weakening stage in the early loading stage. As the load increases, the change laws of the two damage variables are basically consistent in the elastic deformation, as well as plastic deformation and failure stage. In the elastic deformation stage, they decline slowly without obvious changes, and the rock damage is in the quasi-linear stage. In the plastic deformation and failure stage, they rise rapidly and increase suddenly at the moment of failure. Therefore, they can accurately reflect the failure of rock samples in each stage.
(3) The two damage variables can well reflect the failure and damage evolution of rock with different loading Advances in Materials Science and Engineering 7 directions. In particular, the damage variable based on the electrical resistivity can well reflect and accurately describe the damage weakening stage in the compaction stage.
Conclusions
On the basis of previous studies, this paper studied the electrical resistivity and AE properties of rock samples, as well as damage evolution based on them in the Brazilian split test, and reached the following conclusions:
(1) Rock samples showed obviously anisotropic characteristics in the Brazilian split test. The test with the loading direction vertical to the bedding and that with the loading direction parallel to the bedding showed obviously different results. The entire process of the former was mainly divided into three stages: compaction, elastic deformation, and plastic deformation and failure while the latter had no obvious compaction stage.
(2) Rock samples showed obviously anisotropic electrical resistivity and AE response properties in the Brazilian split test. Specifically, in the early loading stage (compaction stage) of the Brazilian split test with the loading direction vertical to the bedding, the electrical resistivity declined at a relatively slow rate; meanwhile, obvious AE activities appeared. However, in the early loading stage (early elastic stage without compaction stage) of the Brazilian split test with the loading direction parallel to the bedding, the electrical resistivity had no obvious changes, and AE activities barely appeared.
(3) On the basis of previous study results, the damage variables based on the electrical resistivity and AE properties were modified, and the evolution laws of the damage variables in the Brazilian split test were obtained. In the Brazilian split test with the loading direction vertical to the bedding, the damage variable based on the electrical resistivity showed an obvious decrease in the compaction stage, as well as an obvious damage weakening stage while that based on AE rose slightly in the compaction stage. The last two stages of the Brazilian split test with loading directions vertical and parallel to the bedding were basically consistent. Specifically, in the elastic deformation stage, both damage variables declined slowly without obvious changes, and the damage was in the quasi-linear stage. In the plastic deformation and failure stage, the two damage variables rose rapidly and increased suddenly at the moment of failure, and the damage started to evolve and develop rapidly.
(4) In conclusion, the Brazilian split test with loading directions vertical and parallel to the bedding showed obviously different results. Specifically, the stressstrain curve of the latter did not show the compaction stage; and the time-varying curve of the electrical resistivity of the latter did not show a slow decrease obviously in the early loading stage; the time-varying curve of AE properties of the former indicated obvious AE activities while that of the latter indicated few ones; the time-varying curve of the damage variable of the former showed the damage weakening stage for the damage variable based on the electrical resistivity and an abrupt increase for the damage variable based on AE properties under low load.
